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Oh,  no,  there   is   no   lack of  leaders. The trouble is, no one cares to follow.—Calvin Coolidge 
FOUNDED 
IN    1873 
VOL. LX No. 9 
ttt&rnt. THIS ISSUE IN HONOR OF MOREY 
LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1932 
PRICE TEN CENTS 
YALE HOLDS BATES SCORELESS THO OUTPLAYED 
FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
Th,. National 
Kronoiii}  league 
yt 
Defiant Japan 
X 
KNUTE ROCKNE ONCE OFFERED 
COACHING JOB TO DAVE MOREY 
Led  Great Jim Thorpe "for" Football  Scoring- 
Honors in 1912 While at Dartmouth— 
With Athletics After College 
•■Beauty.  Brains  and 
M<»"'>" s«.v Freshmen 
( THOMAS    MUSGRAVE 
Kconomy  I-eague 
One of the most worth-while pro- 
topts in the history of our country 
na6 been started by a group of i 
patriotic men headed hy Admiral | 
Richard Byrd. So convincing is its | 
purpose that all the co-operation j 
that colleges can give will not he! 
unplaced. It ie the National Eco- 
jomy League. 
Its purpose is to develop and pro- 
mote economy and efficiency in 
National and State governments. It 
j* non-partisan, non-sectarian, and 
too-political. 
The organization in this state as 
In etery other, proposes a double 
famiia;zn: first, it plans to go before 
llie s;ate legislature and demand a 
tot in expenditures, and second, it 
will take its place in the nation-wide 
agitation to curb the expenditures 
approved by Washington that 
threaten such devastating results in 
the future. 
Gor. William Tudor Gardiner, a 
trustee of Bates, and Pres. Kenneth 
C. M. Sills of Bowdoin College head 
the active organization of the League 
in this state. It is expected that the 
former will be effective in the work 
of slicing the expenses of govern- 
ment. As governor he proposed the 
Code Bill which in its first year has 
justified itself as an efficient way of 
reducing state costs. 
That such an arbitrary stand by 
an organization composed to a great 
extent nf laymen is worth-while is 
emphasized by the startling increase 
in expenditures. The costs of the 
State of Maine, for example, have 
leaped from $4,851,000 in 1914 to 
over 31 million in 1932.Locally. 
thirty-five years ago, Lewiston spent 
1175,000 and the present budget 
calls for $1,400,000. Its state tax 
has doubled. The increase in popula- 
tion, of course, te an element to be 
reckoned, but surely it has not 
jumped proportionally. 
Preposterous figures such as these 
are not  peculiar  to  our  community 
or state because we find the costs of 
national     government     only     three 
billion in 1913 are now at 15 billion 
only  20  years later.  Billions  are so 
far removed from  our conception  as 
to  be  ignored,  but  the  average   tax 
rate brings home the appalling fiscal 
burden each family is carrying. The 
tax  debt  of   each   family.   $13fi.   in 
1913 has run rampant until in 1932 
sees it at $500, and perhaps not yet 
stopped  climbing. 
Japan 
Many      internationally-interested 
people are watching with  breathless 
interest     the     League 
crucial  in  the  East, 
policy  in  the  East. 
As told /by 
MRS. DAVID B. MOREY 
to Vincent Belleau 
When a man can look back on his ac- 
complishments as a coach and feel that the 
men he has helped "make'", appreciate hi6 
work, then he can easily fall in rove with his 
job. This is Coach Morey's situation just now. 
The career means something of course, 
but before any material consideration comes 
Johnny Stanton 
Lives Again at 
Freshman Ride 
The Freshman Class was intro- 
duced to the memory of Uncle John- 
ny Stanton Saturday afternoon when 
it took the car to Lakegrove. then 
walked to the picnic grounds for an 
afternoon of fun in commemoration 
of Uncle Johnny. 
As usual the Freshman picture 
was taken, then hot-dogs were roast- 
ed and lunch was served. The first 
of the afternoon was spent in games, 
then the Freshmen gathered under 
the pines    to hear all 
No Co-Education 
For '36 Women 
'Til Thanksgiving 
Freshman    Rules    For 
Women  Announced 
Last Thursday 
Slashing Garnet Eleven Outrushes and Outsmarts 
Big Blue Team—Result Worries Tufts 
Camp Preparing for Saturday 
BAY STATERS FORMIDABLE 
Freshman rules for women were 
announced September 29 by Lucile 
Jack. President of Women's Student 
Government. The women were called 
together in Rand reception room af- 
. ter lunch and the following rules 
about Prof, were issued, these being additional 
the contacts, the feeling that one is attached. jonn stanton from Prof. George M.i to the well known Blue Book regula- 
really. to those with whom he works, and chase He said that the memory of tions and are to be observed until 
that   they  are  attached  to  him.     The   wires | TJncle Johnnv  Stanton   is  held  dear   Thanksgiving. 
Coat-lb Morey received from hie former j to eVery Bates graduate, and told No co-education, which means no 
Middlebury pupils when he duplicated his them of Uncle Johnny's deep inter-; entertaining, riding, walking, movies, 
big-college upset last Saturday, for instance; i eiSt jn nature, of his good fellowship' going to and from Jordan's, Roess. 
the letters he gets often from men he used to! an(j     kindht-rtednees.     and   of   the   the  Quality  Shop, or church  with  a 
first     Freshman     ride     which  Uncle i Bates  man  is  permitted.     An  escort 
Johnny started,  paying for it out ofj from the Chase Hall dance is alow 
his  own   pocket, so that the  Fresh-   ed.    Co-education     does  not  Include 
man  would be cheered when other-  walking from one class to another, 
wise they might have been lonesome.i nor  talking. 
Prof. Chase spoke of a few  manner-1      Freshmen  women 
coach and who now have gone on earning a 
living in some way or other—these things 
mean something to him. imore than a job. 
Coach 18 Years 
isms of Professor Stanton. his quick 
wit. and sometimes rather gruff re- 
torts. 
Following this talk, the Freshmen 
visited the fish hatcheries, then walk- 
wear  the 
all   times regulation   hair  Tibbon  at 
until  Thanksgiving. 
Freshmen women must do door 
and telephone duty in their dormi- 
tory throughout the year.    Courtesy 
If Coach Morey should stop coaching to- 
day, he would feel lost. He has had oppor- 
tunities to go into other lines of work, but 
after 18 years of coaching, he still feels the 
vocation to which he turned in his youth has j 
a permanent hold on him. 
Coach .Morey's   football     experience   dates   ed to the cider .mill where they were   must be shown at all times to iacuuy 
back to Che days he played for Maiden high; ! given cider. and  "PPer classmen, 
he was then a helmet-less star backfield man. | - 
He captained  his Dartmouth  freshman  team 
in  1909. He starred  for the Hanover college 
the  next  three years. 
At the same    time.    Coach  Morey played 
baseball, and very well indeed. He captained | 
the     Dartmouth  outfit in   1913.     and  joined 
Connie Mack's famous Athletics soon after, 
remaining with that team half the summer 
until a nervous breakdown obliged him to 
leave. 
Out.scored Jim Thorpe 
While   in   college,   Mr.   Morey   was   chair- 
man   of   Palaeopitus.   the  student   governing 
     society of  Dartmouth.  He scored more touch- 
downs In 1912 than any other back in the country, counting in the great 
Jim  Thorpe.  He  played  both  half hack  positions  and  even 
end. 
BLAZING BONFIRE ON MOUNT 
DAVID IN HONOR OF GRIDMEN 
Students Ceiebrate~Team's Superb Playing In 
Yale Game—Football To Remain Perm- 
anently In Trophy Room 
Fine Bates Play 
At Yale Lessens 
Tufts Jubilation 
Tufts jubilation over the result of 
its first skirmish in the football 
wars of 1932. Tufts 9. Middlebury 0, 
was summarily squelched today by 
the knowledge of what transpired in 
Yale's Bowl the while the Green 
Mountaineers were being subdued on 
the Medford Oval: Yale 0, Bates 0. 
For Bates, once again a rarin' bob- 
cat under the goading hand of Dave 
Morey. stacks up against the Jumbo 
at Medford on Saturday in their first 
gridiron encounter since 1929—and 
it goes without saying that a small 
college eleven which can stalemate 
Eli's vaunted legions in their own 
backvard should raise havoc in its 
own class. That 'is why Tufts' en- 
thusiasm for the auspiciousness of 
its '3 2 debut is tempered. Yale 0. 
Bates 0. baying aside all pretenses 
and speaking with utter frankness, 
the Jumbo is slightly worried! 
And well he might be, for Bates, 
traditionally possessed of an im- 
pregnable defense, has served notice 
on its friends and foes this early in 
the new campaign that whatever its 
attack shortcomings in other  recent 
DAYK MORKY 
Machine Precision 
Of Bates Team 
Figures in Score 
Last Saturday afternoon a scarlet- 
jersied Bates team swept into the 
Yale Bowl and before a crowd ot 
20,000 Eli rooters, it lived up to the 
expectations of its supporters hy 
pushing a highly touted Yale team 
back deep into its own territory, and 
by threatening to score at least three 
times during the game. In the last 
quarter, the Yale coach in despera- 
tion, sent into the fray his lightning- 
fast pony backfield which succeeded 
in getting the ball to the Bates two 
yard line through a series of 
penalties and some brilliant rushing. 
This thrust, the only one of the game 
on the part of Yale, was hurled back 
by the wearied Bates warriors so 
fiercely that in the last three plays 
of the game their opponents lost ten 
yards. 
Bates Threatens Often 
The Bobcat team executed their 
plays with all the pep and precision 
of a Rockne eleven, and on the 
defense the fast charging scarlet 
forward wall was impenetrable. The 
Secondary defense played a fine 
game, and any Yale back who suc- 
ceeded     in  getting  to     the  line 
hail the arrival on the autumn scene: «« "''''\\"'h 
°< Bat^s newmple   thre£l« gJ^gJJ 
had  a try at 
"We of the team appreciate the 
spirit and enthusiasm of our fellow 
students in giving us first a real 
send-off Thursday night and now 
this celebration  here to-night." said 
of   . 
pound Billy Pricher of Brooklyn. 
Smiles Ot ontentment-played onthe j N. Y.. whose efforts were crowned by 
faces of the on-lookers    as others   flashing rmindings of the Yale flanks 
for gains of IB and 38 yards. 
But. although momentarily stun- 
ned by the astonishing news from 
Connecticut. Tufts was far from dis- 
heartened   today. 
Frederick  OMver of  Maiden     and 
West.     After his  marriage, howeverV r«l 1     A.^amLlv 
16   years  ago.  he  returned  east   and   11^061   ASSeHlDly 
coached Lowell Textile Institute and 
Maiden High School two years each. 
Tired   of   high   school   coaching,   he j 
resigned.  The  papers had  no sooner; 
announced   his   resignation   than   he 
began receiving offers from colleges, 
Knute Rockne,     not yet  the  famous 
Notre Dame leader, but even at that 
time    a  great  coach,  offered   him   a 
position as assisant coach of r°ot|>a 
at  Notre Dame,  and     head  baseball 
[coach. 
Coach on Crutches 
Mr   Morey  accepted, but  was  un-j 
able ' to  fulfill  his  contract.     While 
Hears Talk by 
Erwin Canham '25 
"The experiences of an inter- 
national correspondant are about as 
varied as those of a reporter on the 
Lewiston Sun." said Erwin Can- 
ham '25. Washington correspondent 
of the Christian Science Monitor, as 
he addressed the Bates Student body 
playing semi-pro baseball two weeks   la_,t Friaay j„ chapel. 
before  he  was    supposed     to  go.  to remember  my     first  assigment 
South Bend, he broke his leg. While {^^L To  cover a concert. 
in this condition he accepted a posi-   ^tn^hun^    ^   wrestiinK   match. 
watched the burning of railroad ties, 
boxes, paper, crates, and what-not. 
that found their tedious way up Mt. 
David (luring late afternoon and 
early tveiling by the brute strength 
of the freshmen. 
The  Bobcat  and other songs were, William  Grinnell  of Medford   Mass.. 
then    sung    with    enthusiasm    andjncw  sophomore  ends,     fulfilled   the 
football     used  in     that now-   hoarseness.     after     which.     Arnold | most  optimistic Tufts    expectation^ 
ous  scoreless  game to  President   "Arnie"     Adams,     track     ace     and ; There was no outs anding Tufts line- 
v and expressed the wish that It   master    of   ceremonies,    introduced   man  but the work of Roy    Wood- 
;Y,ced in the Trophy Room. ! "Herb" Berry, who spoke of the fine   worth,  mo-pound sophomore tackle; 
spirit  shown  by  the  players,  and  of   an(1 the veterans Edward  Batchelder 
the fine  moral spirit  and  leadership j an(j  Captain   Donald Cochrane     was 
manifested   by   Head-Coach   "Dave". especially consistent. 
Morey. In his speech. President Gray 
said  that  the     ball  would     be soon 
mounted   in  the  trophy  room  to  be 
looked  upon  with  awe.  as  one real- 
famous 
C.ra. 
be placed in the Trophy 
President Gray in accepting the 
token prais?d the team, and added 
that he felt it was one of Bates 
greatest athletic representatives. He 
spoke of Coach Morey. and added 
that while Morey would give all the 
credit to the men were he to speak. 
the President preferred to remember ; izts the meaning of this victory over 
a conversation of a couple years ago   Yale, 
when "Dave" assured him the coach j 
was a vital cog. 
of     Nations 
tion   as   assistant   coach   at   Middle- 
bury. 
He went to Middlebury on 
crutches For a tew weeks, ho was 
walking around the gridiron in this 
Her policy of pondition, but even then he soon be- 
Her policy of came acting head coach. 
... aggrandisement iafit year arid her, Thjs wag the flrRt of Mr Morey's 
rpcognition of iManchuko. the former, ^.^ nf fammis fiUCCesses. In 1920, 
Chinese province, Manchi 
been denounced by the 
v-stigation after an all 
search. In addition, the Open Door 
policy agreed upon at the turnJ" *"^ 
rentury by the Great 
been upheld, and its 
reiterated. 
The actual League test does not 
come until November, but public 
opinion is forming, and Japan mean- 
while prepares her defense. 
The .Lewiston  Sun  has  a  refresh- 
ing 'tho pessimistic editorial attitude 
toward the outcome. It says: 
"Defiant Japan. 
"She is just going to have her own 
way in Manchuria. 
"What are you going to "do about 
. my 
International reporting has its many 
sides. We have to report not only 
debates and speeches." Then he told 
an amusing incident that illustrated 
this statement. 
"The Japanese and the Chinese 
were vying for headlines in all the 
important papers, so each held a re- 
The ceremonies started with the 
firing of an aerial bomb, which soon 
brought a large gathering of stu- 
dents and Bates followers to the top 
of Mt David, despite the difficult 
climb and darkness. The bon fire 
was     lighted     at   half   past     seven. 
The student; responded with rous- 
ing cheers, under the leadership of 
cheer-leader, Johnny Stevens, for 
l'n -ident Gray. Coaches Morey and 
Spinks. acting Captain Berry, and 
each  member of the team. 
The celebration ended with the 
singing of the Alma Mater, accompa- 
nied by the Band. 
powers    has 
inviolability 
bur'ylosTto ltawar<JI 16-6, fcrt"Wjljg|nf^Sowthal  he had no hard 
other  game     of   its  schedule, j mms^ ^^ ^ chinege   remark- 
Twenty-Eight New 
Members Admitted 
To Heeler's Club 
Tryouts  Held  Monday 
Night in Little 
Theatre 
Freshman "Stunt" 
Night Oct. 7 In 
Rand Gymnasium 
every   - 
and succeeded in piling up a score 
second only to Alabama the coun- 
try's highest scorer in «.»«• 
It was the year after thi 
Coach Morey went to Alabama 
Polytech. or Auburn, as it is known 
the   south     Campus   politics   ne- 
that 
he had 
was the 
in 
cessitated   a and 
it? 
"Japan defies the public opinion of 
the world. What world? The world 
made up of a protesting United 
States, engaged in a Presidential 
election; an England, with a Cabinet 
broken by England's deal with Ca- 
nada; a France upset by Germany - 
demand for equality in anna-men 
an Italy, herself ambitious, like Jap- 
an, .for more room outside; a 
Europe, sister states making war- 
commercial war—on each other 
with new high protective tariffs and 
with quotas. .    _. 
"The Western world, P"*1*"* 
with its own nearer troubles, gives 
Japan her opportunity." 
Freshmen Say 
"Beauty, brains, and money" are 
'he three endowments in girls list- 
ed most frequently by the «urr€"J 
Princeton freshman class, the **re*J* 
m the history of the school. t>'i 
members of the class replied to trie 
inestionaire circulated by the Daily 
Princetonian. 
They were more serious-minded, 
however, when given their choice 
between a varsity "P" and a Phi 
Beta Kappa key. since 3 20 chose the 
latter and  140  the  insignia. 
Asked "Do you drink?" 253 
answered "no", and 213 said "yes"; 
Continued  on Page  4 Col.  8 
a  year as 
came to   Bates, 
history. 
assistant at  Fordham.  he 
The  rest  is  popular 
Originated **£&*«;  Coach 
There are a few  things  in 
Morey"   life  that are  not gen. 
make the coach a-   known,  but  whfch  ake    tne « 
"s  quite  proud.  For  example.  1he  orig 
t;   nated, while at Maiden High, a_ shirt 
system.  One day.  he told  Coach Fa 
Spears,  then of  Dartmouth, about  It 
just at the time Spears W» ta.**»■ 
ected  mood after an  «f *-Js'**rr
8_ 
used   it that  year and at  West™ 
ginia  later,  and   later at  Minnesota. 
Since then, it has been known as the 
famous   Minnesota Shift.        „.„,„,, 
Another accomplishment «MSW<W 
of   introducing   Pie   Tray nor   to   the 
major  leagues.     Then     the  Eastern 
Conference,       including       Williams, 
Bowdoin   and   other  colleges    ongi 
nated  in  Coach  Morey's  mind  when 
he called a conference at M.dd ebury 
in  19 22 with the purpose in view  OT 
making some sort of a l««u» »™on| 
these colleges. It did not go through 
at the time, but a later attempt was 
successful. 
Put Bates on Map 
At Bates. Coach Morey arrived 
when the football outlook was 
H«nlorible Nobody was interested 
fnP he sport, apparently. The coach 
HM not go out after material as 
mfghtbe suposed. but resolved to 
Jfsf t/he material he had. 
that he had almost married a 
Chinese girl. When the newspapers 
.ame out he realized that 
said the wrong thing, that 
only thing that was given any im- 
portance! 
"The Chinese, being    more    wise 
world 
entertained the newspaper men in 
lavish style, passed the reports 
around on printed sheets to be read 
at leisure, and had the prettiest tea 
house girls to serve refreshments 
and entertain. No need to say who 
got  the headlines." 
This is only one of the many ex- 
periences of an International Corres- 
pondent that he told. 
Canham represents one of the 
best examples of achievements of 
Bates men in recent years. 
His undergarduate activities are a 
monument to his ability and efficien- 
cy    He  was  editor-in-chief     of 
Student,   Freshman   Handbook, 
Garnet,   and   the   Mirror.   He   was 
the 
the 
a 
member of the 4A Players and for 
three years he participated in de- 
bates, literary organizations, and the 
Outing Club. 
He graduated with Phi Beta Kap- 
na    and   other   honors. 
%ince graduation his achievements 
have been as spectacular and out- 
tanding as were those of his under- 
graduate fays. He has been a Rhodes 
cholar at Oriel College, Orford. 
correspondent for the Christian 
Science Monitor at the Deague of 
N-ations and correspondent to La 
RevuTdes Nations. For the last 
Three yea^s he has .been at Geneva, 
a" nfenSer of the Christian Sc.ence 
Monitor editorial board. 
Twenty-eight new members were 
admitted to the Heeler's Club 
following tryouts in Little Theatre 
Monday evening. Five of the new, 
members are upperclassmen, while, 
the others are freshmen. 
George Austin,    president    of the 
4-4  Players,    announced     that    the 
following had  been admitted  to  the 
club-  Frances Eckhardt '35, Eleanor 
Morrison   36. Bernice Dean '36. Do- 
rothy     Hoyt  '36.    June Sawyer   35. 
Olive  Grav  '36.  Florence  Wells   34.| 
Rosamund      Shattuck      '35.      Mary 
Abromson '36. Kathleen Tarsey   36,: 
Charlotte    Stile  '36,     Edith  Jordan I 
'36    Muriel   Underwood   '36,     Eliza-, 
beth Wallbank '3 6. Bernice Winston 
■36. Louise Geer '36. Ruth Coan '36. 
Carlton Mabee '36. Charles Tay- 
lor '36. Owen Dodson '36. Frank 
Merrill '36, Alcide Dumais '36. Alon- 
zo Conant '36. Edward Curtin '36. 
Jack Parfltt '36. Belaud Pierce 36. 
I Roger Flytin '36, and Harold Goul- 
ston '33.  
YEATS- LECTURE 
Freshman "stunt" night will be 
held for the first time. Friday, Oct. 
7, in Rand gymnasium. Every wo- 
man in the Freshman class will take 
part in a stunt presented by her 
dormitory group. The meeting will 
be an informal one in which the 
Freshman will be introduced to the 
upperclass women, and it will take 
the place of "Freshman school" and 
hazing. 
The program, arranged  under the 
direction   of  Deborah  Thompson  '33 
Rill be the following: 
Music 
1. Stunt  by  Milliken  house  Fresh- 
men 
2. Stunt by Chase house Freshmen 
3. "Traditions"  .  Helen Hamlin '33 
4. Stunt  by Frye St.  house  Fresh- 
men 
5. Stunt by town Freshmen 
6   "Faculty"  . . Charlotte Cutt's 33 
i. Stunt by Whittier house Fresh- 
men 
8   Stunt by Hacket house Freshmen 
9. "Sports" . . Frances Brackett '33 
10. Stunt  by town  Freshmen 
11. Stunt by Cheney house Freshmen 
12. "Spirit of Bates" 
Rebecca Carter '33 
Sam dayman, inaugurating his 
third year of varsity football, was 
his usual capable self, save for the 
misdemeamor, once or twice, of jam- 
ming his offense up against the side- 
lines when ample elbow room was a 
vital necessity. His carrying left 
little to be desired, his two best 
efforts being his 32-yard touchdown 
jaunt. wherein he successfully 
evaded an unfriendly sideline and 
converging Middlebury tacklers. and 
h:s twenty-yard runback of a fourth- 
period punt, during which he '•hange- 
of-paced (our Middlebury tacklers 
into impotency. and directly after 
which he was yanked showerward by 
a  delighted  Manly. 
John .McMahon, substituted for 
William Staffon in the middle of the 
second peniod. was in there the re- 
mainder of the afternoon, and ran 
exceedingly well. Staffon showed to 
advantage but is threatened with 
brittleness. William Uanna, light- 
weight veteran, seemed to be having 
his difficulties, and was lessening his 
effectiveness by not cutting at just 
the right moment. Manly had hoped 
to test under fire his two promising 
sophomore carriers. Walter Froeh- 
lich and Raymond McLean, but both 
were hors de combat with ailing 
knees. 
Tufts' offense, as revealed against 
Middlebury, is substantially the 
same as last year, being Warner, 
double  wingback. 
was super. 
and   efficiency     of 
ghly geared football machine. 
In the first quarter the Bates team 
immediately   took  the offensive  and 
before  the  quarter  had  scarcely be- 
gun  had     battled  the    Yale    eleven 
back     into     their    own     territory. 
Through  the    fine  running    of  Pri- 
cher and the equally fine blocking ot 
Monyihan on the ends, a long thrust 
ended   on   the  Yale   nineteen     yard 
line  when  Stone  attempted  a     drop 
kick.  Again   in     the  fourth     period 
Pricher  got   perilously   close  to   the 
Yale goal  line in a 38 yard sprint, 
the longest of  the day.  Had  he  not 
been so  exhausted by     his  previous 
efforts it seems very likely that he 
would not have been overtaken from 
behind.   Again   at   the   beginning   of 
the second  period,  Monyihan surged 
twice  against  the  somewhat  ragged 
Eli   line  and  took   the  oval     to the 
Yale  six  yard   line   where  the   Yale 
defense  held.  The   Elis  were  in   the 
last  ditch  and  fought  with  glorious 
Yale  tradition  to keep    an  unsoiled 
slate. 
Thwarts l^ite Yale Drive 
The Yale threat came in the last 
few minutes of the final stanza and 
was started from its twenty-five yard 
line where Roche punted out of 
danger for Bates. Heim. the fastest 
runner on the Yale squad, and Clem 
Williamson, also clever at end cir- 
cling, outran the tired Bates rush- 
line until the 16 yard mark was 
gained. Here Bates suffered a fifteen 
yard penalty for holding and Yale 
seemed on the verge of a score, but 
two end runs resulted in consecu- 
tive losses amounting to ten yards. 
Faculty Women 
To Meet Freshman 
Girls in Homes 
Bulldog Steak 
The Bates team it was reported by 
a Xew Haven paper were "greatly 
awed and impressed by the beauty 
and size of the new Yale gym." Just 
some boys from the country gazing 
up in admiration at the high New 
Haven buildings; nothing like that 
in .Machias! 
Yale captain to Tubby Stone, "I'm 
going to belt you on the next play." 
Tubby Stone to Yale captain, "Ha! 
Ha!  Go ahead!  1 can take it!" 
Through  an  unfortunate error  in 
last, week's Student, the date of the 
lecture by William Butler Yeats was 
announced  as  October  2,   when  ae-1 
tually the lecture will not take place 
until"    November    S.    The    Student; 
acknowledges its error, and begs to| 
be    excused  for    any inconvenience, 
which this error may have caused its | 
readers. 
—■ :o:  
"That we might have time for, 
•success' and '.progress', we have 
left our Government largely to pro- 
fessional politicians and with dis- 
astrous results."—Rev. Dr. Lewis 
Seymour Mudge. 
Coach Morey's 
Statement 
••The send-off given the squad 
the night we left for the Yale 
game was a pippin. Having played 
a game (Arnold) without the stu- 
dent body present, we realized 
more than ever that the under- 
graduate support is quite as vital 
a part of our game as any end 
run, forward pass, or zone de- 
fense. And so we found the send- 
off not only very thrilling, but 
most   reassuring." 
"A fifty-five cent admission fee to 
see a team that wasn't worth five 
cents..." said a New Haven sports 
writer. When last seen he was blush- 
ing furiously. 
The wives of the faculty members 
will entertain the women of the 
Freshman Class in groups of five at 
their homes during the next two 
weeks. These informal gatherings 
are sponsered by the YWCA In order 
that the girls and the wives of the 
faculty may become acquainted. 
On Surtday evening Mrs. Karl 
Woodcock" entertained at supper. 
After the meal those present 
gathered around the fireplace and 
toasted  marshmallows. 
The other faculty women who will 
entertain the Freshmen women are 
.Mrs. Arthur Leonard, Mrs. Fred 
Pomery, Mrs. H. H. Britan, Mrs. 
George Chase. Mrs. Robert Mc- 
Donald, Mrs. Walter Lawrence, Mrs. 
Samuel Harms. Mrs. William Sawyer, 
Mrs. Fred Mabee, Mrs. Paul Bart- 
lett, Mrs. Amos Hovey. Mrs. Robert 
Berkelman, Mrs. Rayborn Zerby. 
Mrs Seldon Crafts, Mrs. Paul Whit- 
beck, Mrs. Harry Jtowe, and Mrs. 
Norman Ross. 
iMal Stevens, Yale coach, learned 
that some pretty good tennis and 
golf players at Bates had liked the 
new football uniforms and had come 
out for the game. They thought that 
the turf was soft on the courts, and 
that the grass was too long on the 
green so they went into the Bowl 
and played football instead. 
The entire Bates squad nearly got 
lost when their bus broke down and 
they walked ahead to find a high 
school football game Friday after- 
noon. After wandering in the wilds 
of West Haven for half an hour 
they were finally picked up by a 
frantic bus driver. 
Joe Knowlea sitting on the side- 
lines counting off the plays on his 
fingers and forgetting them as quick- 
ly as he was told them. 
The impartial  crowd  in  the  Bowl 
soon  sided   with  the  intrepid     class 
cutters who found their way to (New 
Continued on Page » Col. 7 
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The  Administration 
And the New Rules 
The new rules regarding the ownership 
of motor vehicles, the operation of 
radios in college dormitories, cuts 1'or 
freshmen and before holidays, and th. 
rule relative to the dropping of a student without assigning anv 
specific reason for such action have come in for considerable dis- 
cussion since they were first announced. The general feeling seems 
to be that this is another extension of the paternalistic attitude of 
the college administration. The term "paternalistic" seems to c.:!:\ 
in the minds of many students a distasteful connotation reminding 
them of childhood spankings, and nights when they went to bed 
without their supper for some infraction of a parental mandate. We 
well remember an Open Forum letter in the Student a few years ago 
by one of the older students defending what he was pleased to call 
"benevolent paternalism." It would seem that these new rules were 
proposed with the intention of insuring a most favorable environ- 
ment in which every individual might have every possible chance 
to develop, and in which every distraction might be removed. 
Before entering into a discussion of these rules in these columns 
it must be said in all fairness that the administration of a college 
with all of the responsibility which it entails, is a problem which 
would leave the average reader of these columns completely at sea. 
There must be behind such action however, a philosophy of education, 
and it is with the philosophy which lies behind these rules that we 
take issue, and not with the spirit in which they have been drawn 
up. 
We had always supposed that college really was a place for 
"higher education." In the lower grades and secondary school one 
naturally expects that there will be a rather strict discipline and 
that in those formative days of the child's life, certain principles 
■will be engrained which will make it possible for the child to 
to realize its own individuality and know how to choose for itself 
and choose well. Such rules as the ones under discussion are an 
admission of the failure of our secondary schools to accomplish this 
fend. In the opening chapel of this year President Gray said in re- 
gard to extra-curricula activities: "The very distractions of which 
college life is so full constitute a valuable discipline, making con- 
scions choice inevitable and forcing the student to look within him- 
self." That is as it should be. The student should be forced to look 
within himself in every area of conduct. It is not by education in a 
rarefied intellectual "boarding-school" atmosphere (that we learn 
to live. Rather it is by free conscious choice between the good, the 
better, and the best that we grow and develop into educated men 
and women. 
The first impulse of many students is to dash into print with a 
hasty eastigation of an administration which would promulgate such 
rules as these, but on second thought there are other considerations 
which must be dealt with. It is to be regretted that there are stu- 
dents in the student body who do disregard the rights of others: 
who do abuse the cut privilege; who do run radios full blast to tli 
discomfort of their neighbors; and who do drive cars at a break- 
neck speed down the throughfares of this city. Yet we cannot 
believe that any amount of strait-jacket- legislation will keep these 
same students from going to excesses in some other direction. It 
would seem on the face of the thing that here we have an admission 
of failure to inculcate principles of living on the part of the college, 
but it is also a grave reflection on the students themselves, for it 
indicates that many of the students at Bates must be handled like 
high school students in order to insure a reasonable amount of safe- 
ty and peaee to the remaining. Again we repeat, that these rules are 
useless without underlying principles which have been engrained in 
the lives of Hates men and women. Perhaps the class room techniques 
of the American College system is breeding a class of men and wo- 
men who will never grow up. The prevalence of such rules as these 
in many other colleges would indicate that this is at least highly 
probable. 
Space forbids us to go into any of these rules in detail, except 
the last one which has to do with the removal of students without 
assigning specific reason for such action, and without incurring any 
liability for if. Regardless of what proceedure may have been 
adopted in other colleges, we think that this rule sets* a dangerous 
precedent, and is utterly out of keeping with the liberality and 
ideals of the founders of Bates. We have been told that the purpose 
of this rule is to remove students from the college who are not good 
citizens, yet against whom nothing tangible in the way of evidence 
can be produced. This would be erlacted against cases of immoral 
and disorderly conduct for the most part. Much as we can see and 
appreciate the desire of the college to avoid unwelcome publicity on 
such cases we are of the opinion that when a student    is dismissed 
The Man Who Thinks He Can 
By  WALTER  D.  WIXTLE 
If you think you are beaten, you are; 
If you think you dare not, you don't. 
If you'd like to win,    but think you can't, 
It's almost a cinch you won't 
If you think you'll lose, you're lost, 
For out in the world we find 
Success begins with a fellow's will; 
It's all in the state of mind. 
If you think you're outclassed,   you are; 
You've got to think high to rise. 
You've got to be sure of yourself before 
You can ever win a prize. 
Life's battles don't always go 
To the stronger or faster man; 
But soon or late the man who wins 
Is the one who thinks he can. 
from Bates College by those who have that function, the evidence 
should prove beyond a shadow of a doubt the charges in the minds 
of those who brought the dismissal about, and this evidence ought 
to be strong enough to stand in any court in the country. 
There is a narrowness and littleness of viewpoint in this last 
rule that bodes no good for the future of Bates College men and 
women. The other rules at least have for their purpose a sincere 
desire to make    a fuller and    richer life possible for    the greatest If variety  fa the spice of reading, 
number of men and women. If the administration is mistaken in the j the Commencement    issue 
manner 
of opiuio 
latter ru. . 
defend such action in the open. This rule is not worthy of an institu- 
tion like Bates College. 
in which this ideal is to be achieved that at least »J^J«£Id*X"£r ^^ftf^^T^ 
i n which only time will prove or disprove. In the case of tl»e! , and algo of ,.olltrlbutor8. The 
le.  we see something of a  desire  to  act. without having  "0'laUer ranged from freshmen through 
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mCQUE(M 
NEWS 
By  ABBOTT  SMITH 
When a hit overdeep in his CUDS,] 
Will Honeycomb provides our gather- 
ing together with much merriment. 
On his appearance this evening it 
WE.; obvious that he had indulged 
him-elf liberally. Stopping for no 
greetings to anyone, he launched a! 
flowing attack on the local govern- 
ment, sparing none of its administra- 
tors. Will is a man of humours and 
i3 given to sudden and violent out- 
bursts of bombast—particularly 
when he has overmuch Imbibed— 
which center themselves upon  what- 
By  MII,I>BK1>   HOW.YW<X>I) 
When the people of Hanover, N. 
H.. the seat of Darimouth College 
(wonder why they say seat), tried 
to make the town's cash register 
tinkle some more, they (pronoun 
stands for a noun, you know) ruled 
that all students must vote so that 
a poll tax might be collected on 
them. But the Dartmouth men rose 
up in righteous wrath  (I sort of like 
WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIAL 
IN COMMENCEMENT ORNET 
Varied Vacations 
For Women on 
Bates Faculty 
By   PROF.   H.  G.   BKRKKIJUN 
. .     .        '     t* l*     ll      i   .-.ii' n-        .\    ;   .;      ii        ii     null,     UL      n  
ever happens to be uppermost in his   tha(   phrase)       d   thought  of  what 
mind  at   the   moment.     His     turgid   they 
flow soon left its original and deserv- 
ing subject and descended to a rtith- 
lers   vilification   of   individuals. 
The first victim of his defamation 
W86 a character of some station 
whose chief delight is in a mongrel 
pup with which he has apparently 
had much intimate contact and 
which same animal can be and is 
used by the gentleman in question as 
an example for any and all things— 
concrete or abstract. This gentleman 
suffered much at the hand6 of our 
bacchanalian, but came off with one 
lolacing comment from our host, 
good Sir Andrew Freeport. The poor 
man had had similar mongrels for 
two decades at least. Sir Andrew re- 
marked, and they had all been sub- 
jected to the naturally empirical 
nature of their master many, many 
times indeed, and there seems to be 
no just cause for depriving the man 
now of his very source of inspiration. 
Little daunted by this rebuttal, 
Will swung again into a violent 
arraignment, this time denouncing 
a consummate student of the arts 
and an aspiring critic of any and all 
artistic endeavor. This fellow is one 
of those individuals possesed of the 
idea that the reaction of the human 
race to anything artistic, to be a 
right and perfect reaction, must of 
necessity be precisely as his own. 
Naturally. Will's increasing loquacity 
revelled in the opportunity to 
•?lander such a conceited coxcomb. 
Many the epithet too graphic for 
print that he- justly or unjustly ap- 
plied to this man. Sir Koger came 
forth with the inevitable philosophy 
of 'live and let live' just in time to 
save Will from embara^sment for 
lack of more violent words. 
Stopping for a breath. Will 
damped his lips with the remainder 
in a decanter carelessly left within 
his reach by some thoughtless 
servant. .Most of us were quite 
speschless in the face of this barrage, 
and we waited worried and inter- 
ested for another deluge. The victim 
of his next splurge being a well- 
known man and banker to our host, 
the overripe bacchant'spared him 
many possible slanders, but did not 
hesitate to attribute to him that in- 
valuable aiset to any man of like 
position: namely, the ability to 
avoid an issue by referring to person 
confronting him with it to someone 
in another position. But Sir Roger 
observed that all the men in authori- 
ty in our municipality are charac- 
terized by facility in this method of 
evasion, and it is hardly fair to sin- 
gle out any one man for this fail- 
ing. 
The discussion of personalities i< 
ever an intriguing sport. But Will's 
verbosity and accuracy in choice of 
appellatives for his victims makes 
the subject especially enjoyable. Be- 
fore we separated to retire to our 
apartments. Will had demolished 
many hours and all our ac- 
quaintances. In the next issue I shall 
continue the record of his characteri- 
zations, the which shall, I hope, 
afford amusement to my readers. 
could  do  about  the  whole  sit- 
cheashun. 
And they could do plenty. They 
found they controlled a majority of 
the votes and so—to you like Ed 
Wynn—they passed some ordinances 
—laws to you—decreeing that Han- 
over should build a town hall one 
foot square and one mile high. They 
further decreed that a wall eight 
miles high and one inch thick 
should be built around the town. 
All of which shows the power of 
something or other—'I feel big-heart- 
ed so I'll let you supply the word. 
Needless to say (you would say, "It 
would be redundant to add. . .") the 
law  was repealed. 
seniors to Mr. G. S. Ricker. who 
graduated no less than sixty-five 
.years ago. For the interesting plan 
of this number, including the ex- 
pression of both alumni and under- ^ 
graduates, the editors, Valery Bura- 
ti. Charlotte Cutts. and Abbott 
Smith, are certainly to be com- 
mended. 
Future Policy 
In his preface Editor Burati ex- 
pressed rather apologetically what 
the succeeding editors might well 
turn into their ,policy: "In this issue 
we have again attempted to intro- 
duce 6ome material that is more on 
secular topics-—opinion, criticism, 
and treatise—and less on the fine 
creations of the imagination. . . This 
is an age of stress and change, and 
in the midst of conflict pure artist- 
ry has little place." Although it is 
true that the "Garnet" has been al- 
most purely literary in puirpose. 
possibly here is a tradition that 
might  be profitably changed.    Why 
.should a magazine professing to 
represent the whole undergraduate 
body confine itself to belles lettres? 
Why shouldn't contributions be 
svoked from students especially 
interested, not in literature alone, 
but in the sciences, philosophy, 
economics, government, etc? A wide 
variety of interests as in this latest 
issue, ought to make a much wider 
appeal. Writing that sets out self- 
consciously to be "purely literary"— 
isn't It true?—is in danger of be- 
coming  more  artificial  than  artistic. 
A kiss, according to the V. P. I. 
Skipper, is a peculiar proposition. Of 
no use to one. yet absolute bliss to 
two. The .-mail boy gets it for no- 
thing, the young man has to lie for 
it. and the old man has to buy it. 
The baby's right, the lover's privi- 
lege, and the hypocrite's mask. To a 
young girl, faith: to a married wo- 
man, hope; and to an old maid, 
charity. 
And after so much cogitation on 
■=o learned a thesis, I suppose the 
writer went to bed to dream of the 
Greta Garbo kind, or am I wrong 
again (excuse, I mean still). 
** ^^, 8 
No    letter,     whatsoever,     will     be 
printed  in this  column  unless signed 
\gf by the name of the author. VJ* 
To the Editor of the Student: 
President William Mather Lewis 
of Lafayette College is experiment- 
ing with a unique educational plan 
for the unemployed which might 
well be adopted by other colleges. 
The plan is certainly worthwhile, 
and if at all feasible, merits serious 
consideration. Indeed, perhaps Bates 
could work out some similiar plan 
for the unemployed of Lewiston and 
Auburn. 
At Lafayette, free courses are be- 
ing given in law, engineering, eco- 
nomics, history, drama, and geology. 
Arrangements are being made so 
that a man may enroll in more than 
one course, and reports from Easton 
indicate that the Lafayette "Unem- 
ployment College" will be well at- 
tended. To be eligible for enrollment 
a man must be at least 30 years 
old. unemployed, and shall have had 
at least two  years high school edu- 
The Washington Dirge and Web- 
Ster went in a huddle to define terms 
connected with Musical Comedy for 
the uninitiated—that doesn't mean 
you or yon. They—W. D. W. Inc.— 
decided on the following definitions: 
Acts     instrument for cutting wood 
Ballet—slip of paper used in vot- 
ing 
Call-Boys—warn ships at sea by 
ringing bells 
Cast—made of plaster to support 
broken arms 
Chorus—A plot of land, as a golf- 
chorus 
Comedian—to ask someone to en- 
ter 
Dance—thick,  stupid 
Heroine—dangerous, habit-form- 
ing drug 
Ingenue—name of French empress 
who wore dippy hats 
Principal—borrowed money on 
which you pay interest 
Quadrangle—an argument on the 
quad 
Scenes—nets used to catch fish 
Hepri6e—governor's   pardon. 
I'niv. of California has a new- 
system of grading. At the end of 
four weeks, an objective exam is 
gixen to all students taking the 
course. Those making a percentile of 
95% or better—do you believe in 
miracles—and having an A average 
in class work will be released from 
the course and given a $5 refund on 
the course. In other and fewer 
words, it pays to study. 
Harvard students have been asked 
by Cambridge police to cease throw- 
ing cigarette butts from dormitory 
windows. The police explained the 
request came as the result of too 
many fires, but I have a secret no- 
tion that the aim at bald heads of 
dignified people 'must have been too 
sure.  I  would, huh? 
Faculty Reception 
At Pres. Gray's Home 
Monday At 8 P. M. 
New And Old Faculty 
Members To Meet 
A faculty reception will be held at 
President Gray's home, Monday eve- 
ning, Oct. 10. at eight o'clock. 
As there has been no special pro- 
gram planned for the evening, it is 
expected that impromptu entertain- 
ment will be the order of the eve- 
ning. The chief purpose of this 
affair, which is an annual one, is to 
introduce the new members of the 
faculty to those of longer standing. 
Miss Mildred Fisher and Mies 
Ruth Hitchcock are the newest 
additions to the Bates faculty this 
fall. Miss Fisher is acting as in- 
structor of hygiene and physical edu- 
cation in place of Mrs. Spinks (Kath- 
leen Sanders) who resigned last 
cation. All of "the" classes will' 'meet June- M1ss Hitchcock is the new 
in the afternoon. i assistant at Coram 'Library. 
The guests outside the immediate 
faculty will be Rev. and Mrs. Percy 
L. Vernon, Mrs. W. H. Hartshorn, 
and Dr. and Mrs. Herbert R. Purin- 
ton 
From   the  standpoint   of   the   un-| 
employed, the plan Is ideal. Men who 
are out of work are well able to give 
the necessary time    to the courses, 
and in many cases    it is their   only 
chance to continue    their education. 
Certainly  President  Lewis  is  trying'      To° many v°ung men try to work 
to do his share. Possibly others will i their    way    thr°ugh    college,    says 
follow    the    lead of    Lafayette      it| Albert     B.Crawford    of Yale,    but 
seems to me that it is a great idea* i voun£ men may have a more exalted 
Sincerely yours I idea o{ the va,ue  or a oHege edu- 
BO\D M   PiRRv •«- C1ti0n  tha" 60me    of th€ educat01"8 U-,U ■■ rKKRi   3i>- | who run  our  universities. 
"Price of Liberty in Maine" 
Such articles as Valery Bura.ti'r; 
"The Price of Liberty in Maine" and 
"A Critique af the Oxford Move- 
ment", by Lawrence Parker and 
Donald Ham. ought to be welcomed 
with open arms. The former, an ad- 
mirably compact and spirited review 
of the journalistic battle being 
waged by the Portland "Evening 
News", should be read by every 
self-respecting citizen at Bates. 
When every student shows as much 
concern about public problems, this 
running sore of corrupt government 
will begin to heal. The other article 
is an honest and directly vital, al- 
though not always so clear at might 
be. analysis of Buchmanism. which 
some rascal recently characterized 
as "Christianity selling out to 
nudism". 
Both these articles, then, are to 
be praised not merely for being suc- 
cesses in themselves but also for 
their directing a searchlight on the 
possibilities of studying and report- 
ing upon other problems of local 
and current interest. The "Garnet" 
ought certainly to have space for 
vignettes drawn with such poignant 
simplicity as Margaret Hines' "The 
Long Night", for Charlotte Cutts' 
•sprightly philosophizing en fran- 
C"iis. on noses and fate, for such able 
stories of tragedy as "The Phoebe 
Rock", by Eleanor Libbey, '33, and 
"Bread and Beer", by Wililam Su-t- 
cliffe. '3 5. But along with these may 
we not continue to have searching 
Studies into the scientific, religious, 
and political controversies that come 
close, or should come close, to our 
campus? 
Alumni   Contributions 
On the seven contributions from 
the alumni those by John Fuller, 
'31. Alice Lawry Gould, '17, and 
Adelbert Jakeman. '27, impressed 
this reader the most. In his class 
poem the first of these, with the ex- 
ception of his padded eighth line and 
stumbling eleventh, has achieved in 
the difficult form of a sonnet a fine 
analogy between the climbing of a 
mountain and the experience of col- 
lege life, the poem ending on a 
muted  note reminiscent of  Keats'— 
"Silent, upon a peak in Darien". I 
Mrs. Gould's "Evocation" illustrates 
the magic power of poetry in crystal- 
izing fugitive ideas and moods. It is 
considerably more original in con- 
ception than her pleasing but rather 
derivative "Postulant". The tribute 
to Vachel Lindsay, "Troubador", is 
by Mr. Jakeman, who edited a book- 
let of Bates verse three years ago. 
The poem, a sonnet with unorthodox 
rime scheme. demonstrates the 
chastening influence such a rigid 
form can exert. It is far better, 
despite the forced alliteration in the 
fifth line, than any of his free verse 
that we have seen. From the lazy 
posing of this latter form, fortunate- 
ly the "Garnet", coinciding with 
literary trends at large, has been! 
gradually weaning itself. 
Traveling a la Cook 
What can be said of the other 
contributions without making this 
review longer than the magazine it- 
self? Powers McLean certainly de- 
serves encouragement for hie lively 
essay on the regrets of traveling a la 
Cook and especially for his poem 
"Night". The latter is sprinkled with 
imperfections of riming, diction, and 
even printing, but it reveals an in- 
sistent rhy.thm. a gift for figurative 
phrasing, and a keenness of observ- 
ation rarely found in a freshman Of 
Randolph Weatherbee's two ex- 
cursions into blank verse the love 
poem is infinitely the superior. In the 
light of the author's bachelorhood, 
however experienced, his Byronical 
Monogamy" is almost amusing, 
despite the vehement seriousness of 
the exclamation points. His "Wells 
Beach on the other hand, comes 
very close to that rare achievement 
—a stirring love lyric without either 
the extreme of fiery lust or lacka- 
daisical sighing. The last line— 
.v. "Y?\e,?' and goes a11 beauty from the night"—• 
contains the essence of this much- 
abused thing we call "true love". 
Readers in agreement with this judg- 
ment will be generously rewarded by 
looking up what iMltton composed on 
the very same theme. It is in "Para- 
dise Lost", book four, line 639. 
Yes, a "Garnet" like this one con- 
vinces us that  Bates    students and 
graduates can create as well ae ab- 
I sorb. 
By  HF.I.EN  ASHK 
At the close of a busy school year 
e women of the Bates faculty 
were ready for a vacation, and all 
of them seem to have enjoyed the 
long period of beautiful weathei 
which  we had  this summer 
Dean Clark accompanied by a 
friend took an extended tour through 
the west and the Canadian Rockies, 
v'siting the Yellowstone National 
Park Glacier National Park, and 
Banff and Lake Louise in Canada. 
Thev went to the western side of the 
Rockies and crossed them several 
times. Their trip lasted for a period 
of .-ix weeks in the middle of the 
summer, and although they en- 
countered several days of unbeliev- 
ably hot weather in the prairies, the 
weather for the most part was 
womderful for travelling. The Prai- 
ries, so different from our Eastern 
landa were extremely interesting to 
pass through. Dean Clark and her 
friend found the Black Hills of 
South Dakota and the Bad Land- at 
the east of the Black Hills of espe- 
cial  interest. 
Another place that appealed to 
them because of its difference from 
the East was a trip of 22 miles to 
the top of the Continental Divide 
in the Glacier Nat'l Park. The road 
is cut out of the mountain and winds 
around the side of 'the mountain in 
a perilous fashion to Easterners, 
who are unused to the sight of vast 
spaces below them as they ride 
along. The trip throughout was a 
typical automobile trip, but was cer- 
tainly an enjoyable way to spend the 
summer. 
Miss Baton to Southwest 
Another trip through the West 
was that made by iMrse Eaton and 
her mother. This trip extended more 
to the Southwest, into New Mexico, 
and the Grand Canyon was visited 
on the way. Miss Eaton stopped off 
at Akron. Ohio, where she saw the 
new Zeppelin, sistership to the 
Akron, which is in the process of 
construction. She also visited at 
Santa Fe and Taos, where there is 
the largest pueblo in the United 
States. The trip extended over a 
period of almost six weeks, and 
there was ample opportunity for 
IlisB Eaton and her mother to visit 
their friends in the West. 
Professor Gilbert motored for the 
greater part of the summer, her trip 
extending   down   the   Atlantic   coast 
sometimes called the modern Taj 
Mahal. She stopped at Miami and 
from there went across the Keys ,,, 
K.n- West on the Flagler Railroad. a 
wonderful feat of engineering. After 
this delightful trip she took the boat 
from Key West to Cuba, where she 
found unbelievably cool weather 
There were many interesting things 
to be seen there, and Professor &«. 
bert also enjoyed the delicious tro- 
pical fruits which are used on the 
island and which we do not get in 
the North. Those who have read 
Pierre Loti's "Ramuntcho". or 
taken a course in Spanish, win hp 
interested in the game of .1;.: \ 
known in the Basque countries as 
Pelota. It is played in several 
countries under various names but 
had It's origin in the north of Spain, 
cms to be a mixture of tennis, 
hand-ball, and lacrosse, and has the 
reputation of being the world's fast- 
est sport. Originally it was played 
with the bare hand, but now a basket 
with   a  glovad   hand   is  used. 
One  of  the     peculiarities     ol 
island   is  the     Boneyard.    a    p:;ll,, 
where graves are rentad. If :h 
is  not   paid   the  bones  are  exh u 
and placed in a -large pile. A rather 
Ki-iifi-ome  custom,  but  neverthel 
true. 
Mrs.  Roberts at   Library 
The   rest     of  the  Faculty  women, 
although   they   did     not   take 
trips, had a. pleasamt summer in ihi< 
ii    Mrs.   Roberts  was Librarian 
in  the  summer school  but spent th. 
time before and after the    summer 
session  with  her son  and his family. 
Dr. Edwin F. Roberts,, '23 of 
River.   New   York.   Mrs.   Mabe-- 
had   a' very  busy summer  entertain- 
ing  guests  and   taking short    trips 
with  her  family. 
Professor Walmsley passed h^r 
vacation at her camp in W 
Maine, on the shore of the Andreas- 
coggin Lake. She enjoyed the usual 
things that one does at a camp— 
swimming, boating, and hikin- 
and she also enjoyed the company „f 
several of the Bates Faculty as 
visitors during July and September. 
She spent the month of August with 
her family at the camp. 
iMiss Roberts was hostess ai the 
Rocky Hill Tea-room at Cape Cot- 
tgae. near South Portland, while 
Mi.ss Metcalfe and Mrs. liar; 
spent the summer in a cottage at 
O.-can   Park. 
There are two new women on the 
Faclty this year. Miss Mildred Fish- 
er, who is to be assistant in Plr 
Education, comes to us from the 
Boston Bouve' School of Physical 
Education. Her home is in Wc 
ter, Masis.. and she attended the 
Worcester High School. She spent 
the •summer at  a camp in  Bridgton. 
Miss Ruth Hitchcock, assistant 
in the Library for the coming year, 
was graduated from Simmons school 
of Library Science last June. Her 
home is in Belmont. Mass. 
"I have found the women of this 
country to be better than the men 
and through Florida she spent quite; have been in introducing methods to 
a while "exploring", and she saw the; bring us down to the proper soru! 
famous   "Singing     Tower     of   Bok"   economy."—-Charles If.  Schwab. 
Thn tobacco 
that'll right — 
and the pack- 
age that's right 
GRANGER   IS   AMERICA'S PIPE   TOBACCO 
-i • 
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distance unrelieved. They were the 
aforementioned Italia. Stone, Cle- 
mens and Pricher. Captain Wilbur of 
\K\V YORK TIMKS 
the 
The Yale-Bates games wae one of 
•MM.     interesting    early season most 
oonte 
tte th" Bowl has seen. Yale um- 
missed  iLassiter   and   the 
that periods of eleven instead of 
U mint" .ates were played also worked 
jog'a advantage.  But there was   ' 
to 1>'UI 
n0
1lf»ia
!iw""played   good   football   to 
irn their tie. 
eJ
Y.,v's   team   was  sluggish   rather 
iltjr   mechanically.     The   at- 
><> hit plays before the cut-Til ~Z  
correctly 
Crowley 
ago   we   wrote 
than 
-?.?'*    at     the  spot     where  he h^ i „    ereonally'     we     b 
shrfted.  This gained well for a tm     ^l   S°me   weete   : 
but   Hates     stopped   this  eventual■ %JZ*  what  ktald of a  team he  was 
,   *tafly     by    sending    ctU££   Je£  ££»*?? t^,^L *"£ »P**«»W 
vin" the fact that the Main*1 csi(lan«* over.—Robert L   Kellev        na%e been written on black-bordered 
■--■   •--«--.   ■        "ei-     | Paper.  Maine,  he said,  was  the best 
NK\Y   YORK   HKR\I.D-TRIRlvi.-   ' team   in  the  state-     Next  in     order 
At New Haven the lamh „f T,  ,        ?£ ?£!£■ Ba"""i ""? le6s formi(>able 
to  all  appearances  „n     or  ,h ' <l C?lby"     he *"'"'     "eca»se     of one of  the  wool-, heavy  losses  in   the  backfield,     the 
game. His reply was characteristic 
of the confidence which Morey 
instills in    his teams.    "We have a 
strong   veteran   line."     was   Berry's   Yale  went   the  entire  route  for  his 
answer.   "We've   played   in   the  sta-i club, striving  from   his  post  at  left 
to   the  Boston  Stadium,   idum   and   we   haven't   been   fright-i tackle to engineer a win.  but Bates 
capably    and     confldentlv   ei    1. We shouldn't be frightemed in   wouldin't  be  abated.   I 
carved out a 6—6 tie with Harvard",  the Yale bowl,    even if     it is much!      It's  about   time  some  big  college 
     have     it   in  tor   bigger.   We  are  strong  on   the   line] put  the  glass  on   Dave   Morey.  who 
,,;,,(! pa.sing. running to both 
ng and weak side of the back 
,t. line breaking and lateral 
field with a good choice of  plays 
Jetty mach  throughout   the  game. 
£-je-s entire team  played  just a bit 
■ .;.,!>■     and     was     outcharged 
,11 .he way by Bates. 
Figuring on  Yale's  usual  drift  to 
,),e right   tackle   position   for   most 
[ttacks,   Bates's  left  end  and 
hifted   a  shade  further   out 
Si   the Yale backs and ends    as 
•he  latter   started   play   and   then 
-Mit   b°tn   enliB   and   tackles   slam- 
minK hard *CPoaB the scrimmage line 
LE 
ESSAGER 
Publishieg Co 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
225 LISBON STREET 
teat  of  the  flock,  threw  off all  p7e- 
kicked"fh1/vt,biLUy and butted and Kicked the Yale bulldog all over the 
o theWm 
Tthat SC°reless tie was o«e 
memory Ha eomV«* "P^etB in our 
memory.   Here  was  Yale,  to  all an- 
KastabigS,n°f,hthf- befit teams in ^e 
n,Ti'„ ,,, ,he,hne' fast and Power- ful   in   the   backfield,  equipped   with 
"eT^,   Whi0h -wi  tqhePtPeer<rortohf 
R-,t^ , , •°1>po*,tion- There was Bate.-, lacking most of the players 
who had carried it to reasonable 
P om.nence in small college circles 
during the last two seasons 
In     all  logic     Yale  should     have 
with!Vh? °
r f0rty pointe even with   Bob  Lassiter. its best-running 
hack. o.n the Sidelines. Bates how- 
ever went into the Bowl with some 
or the spirit of Dave iMorey, the re- 
lentless fighter who coaches at the 
college. The manufacture of upsets 
is nothing new to him Some years 
ago he took a forlorn little Middle- 
and experienced. We know that Yale, 
man for man. can't be any better. 
They're only human, 
"I don't think any of us are 
frightened by the thought the op- 
r r ' position will be representing. Those 
players will be just other fellow- in 
uniform. If they can play better than 
us. that's one thing. But they'll have 
EAT AT 
Mrs. VAILLANCOURT'S 
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tflBto&VR&gm 
SAY     IT    WITH     ICE     CREAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM  STREET 
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T. J. Murphy 
Fur  Company 
Lewiston, 
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Maine 
Hero's a girl with a smart set of clothes, 
Where they came from now everyone knows. 
They're made of suede and such 
And the cost is not much. 
They're from Murphy's, the Home of good clothes. 
lack of a quarterback and a blighting   ij prove it. If our new fellows don't 
weakness at the ends. ! become stagestruck,     we'll     do     all 
None of  these appalimg weakness-! right     until     something 
coaches what's become a famous 
small college team.—Bill Cunning- 
ham. 
es seemed to crop out in the Bowl 
It would seem that the acquisition 
of Frank Prlcher of Garden City. 
L. I., who ran blithely over the Yaie 
ends and tackles, must have made 
up in some small measure for those 
heavy backfield  losses. 
BOSTON TRAVELER 
The old football world will see 
many seasons fade into oblivion be- 
fore another such u.pset is record- 
ed as the achievement of Bates 
against Yale last Saturday down in 
the bowl. Hats off to Dave Morey 
and his Lewiston boys! They scaled 
the football heights by holding 
what had been stamped as a strong 
Yale team to a scoreless tie. Foot- 
ball fans throughout the East 
astounded by the result of the game 
and well they might be for on pa 
(where football games are never 
played). Bates had as much eh 
of beating or tying the Elis as your 
correspondent has of swimming the 
Pacific. But what would the football 
season be without  upsets? 
BOSTON AMERICAN 
The  scoreless  tie  game     between 
Yale   and   Bates   was   without   ques- 
tion   the  most  surprising  of  all 
events in football last Saturda- 
the 
the 
the 
not 
BOSTON   HERALD 
To those who have followed 
fortunes of Yale and Bates, 
scoreless tie is surprising, yet 
shocking. The Maine team.' since 
Dave Morey took over the coaching 
reins has been doing itself q 
proud. Morey is good on defen-iv • 
tactics. His having the periods cut 
from 15 minutes to 11 minutes help- 
ed  his strategy. 
It was only a week before the 
opening of practice that Herb Berry, 
the Greater Boston boy who plays 
tatkle.     was  asked   about  tho   Yale 
BOSTON   GliOBK 
The day's    outstanding    surprise 
was Bates's gallant stand off of Mai 
Stevens's   array   of  football  players, 
.vho in their final scheduled  engage- 
ment     last  Fall    scored     51     points 
against   Princeton.  Later,     however, 
folds     upi they  did  not  look   quite so  good  in 
physically.     Then—well,      I      don't   the   endowment   fund   exhibition   20 
know." mli  ites a    l4nsl   Brown. 
With his players feeling that way i Many remember that Dave Morey 
and the line really being strong.! brought a group of Middlebury boys 
Morey merely had to devise the de-|!0 Boston to battle Harvard all the 
fense  to -top  the   Yale  running  at-1 way.  On   Yale  field  the   Morey   boys 
ADAMS IN EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE 
SAYS OLYMPIC STEEPLECHASE 
GRUELLING BUT COMICAL 
Criticizes The Blunders Of The Officials In Re- 
quiring Men  To  Run  Extra Laps Which 
Damaged American's Chance For Second 
tack. The result was that the Yale1 
attack did not begin to function un-i 
HI   i:i-   Anal   two   minutes  and  then, 
i:    was    too    late.    The   athletes   who 
refused to scare also refused to be 
from Lewiston, had no hero worship 
in their systems. Yale arrived to 
"click" with about the best it had 
but  couldn't. 
Those  New  Haven  coaches     must 
beat   ?i  by ordinary "barnyard" foot-  have something  to  explain to  them- 
ball.—Arthur Siegel. 
BOSTON   POST 
was   the   eye-opener      of   the 
sgiate  week-end,  and  the shock 
Bound   because   Yale is 
Llted   with   having   the  best   ma- 
terial   in   the   East,   Pittsburgh   pos- 
exp   ■:   !.     Yale  was   expected 
and  is still expected  to have a pow- 
tr,    but    here,    for  the  first 
time within the memory of anybody 
:'n the park, the Big Blue team failed 
to win Its opening game. 
It seems that Bates had a Mr. 
Tubby Stone who played right tackle 
and a Mr. Frank Prlcher, whose 
portfolio was left halfback, a Mr. 
mene at center and a Sig. Italia 
at right end who proved themselves 
bo be extremely able. Of course, it 
was .Yule's first game, and reports 
also stress the fact that Yale was 
ng without the services of Bob 
'.a-Miter, her best back who was 
nursimg an ailing knee upon the 
bench. 
But even so. Yale has almost as 
many football players as Bates has 
student-, and should be a 10 to 1 
shot on anybody's book. At that the 
game was more even numerically 
than such affairs usually are. Yale 
only used 24 players, if the printed 
summaries of th" game are correct. 
while Bates used IS. Only four of 
the     Bates     boys went    the     whole 
3   as tluy  regard     Bates's  100 
yards of  rushing  gain, 'it's  goal-line 
land   after     deliberately     taking   a 
p nalty   for   extra   substitutions,   an 
even match in kicks and tailbacks, 
and four long periods of play in 
which the little fellow gave as much 
as he book, and semeed to have more 
on tap.     Mi-ivii'.e  B.  Webb. 
:o.  
Women Attend 
First In Series 
Of Sunday Teas 
The first in a series of afternoon 
teas which will take the place of 
Sunday night supper was held in 
Hand reception room Oct. 1. and 
wae attended by all the co-eds. The 
Faculty ladies present were Mrs. Gray 
and Mrs. Leonard who poured from 
4:00 to 5:00 and Prof. Walmsley 
and Madame Gilbert who poured 
from 5:00 to 6:00. Sandwiches, 
brownies, olives, nuts, and mints 
were also served by the Student 
Government Board. As a part of the 
shr.rt entertainment which followed 
Amy Irish '33 and Virginia Moulton 
"S.3 gave piano selections. Much cre- 
dit for the success of this first tea is 
due Mary O'Nei] '.33, chairman of 
the committee. 
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GROUND FLOOR 
...all you could 
ask for! 
HERE'S romance in a Chesterfield— 
the romance of fine tobaccos from all 
over the world. The search begins in far- 
off Turkey where Chesterfield buyers visit 
every important tobacco-growing section... 
and continues throughout our own South- 
land where buyers inspect every crop. Year 
in and year out Chesterfield gives to its 
smokers the "pick" of all these fields. 
Berman's 
BASS   MOCCASINS   AND   SHOES 
SUEDE   JACKETS 
57 M»ln  Street. Lewiston. 
© 1932. LIGGETT & MYERS 
TOBACCO CO. 
By  .\l5\oi.l>  ADAMS 
From     the     American   spectators' 
v: wpohu the steeplechase race Is 
an interesting as well as comical 
spectacle. No other track event 
affcrdis lhf> thrills ami spills that a 
steeplechase does. The combination 
of hurdles and watery jump makes 
it a very gruelling affair. 
For the benefit of those who have 
never ;" n such a race here is a 
brief description ot the arrangement. 
There are five hurdles and one 
watery jump on each lap. The 
hurdles are three feet high, halfway 
b tween the regular high and low 
hurdles. The water jump consist of 
a pit sloping gradually from the >'.ir- 
1.1 of the ground to a depth of 
three fee! at the deepest end. At the 
peat end a broad beam is erected 
two feet six inches from the ground. 
A lii-ttsli hedge surmounts the beam 
to give it the appearance of greater 
heighth. The pit is twenty feet or 
more long and completely filled with 
water Usually the bottom of the pit 
le lined with boards although car.v: - 
is sometimes used. 
Mo,.; liases  are  about  two 
miles in lnegth. The Olympic race is 
3000     metres,     some     one  hundred 
ty   yards   short   of   I wo   miles.   A 
runner must have groat stamina as 
well as a knowledge of hurdling to 
COhqtete in the race. The race had 
hern too much of a grind for most 
American athletes until Joe McClns- 
kfy of Kordham became interested 
in it. He showed a marked proficien- 
cy in it. and the manner in which he 
was breaking the Olympic record 
time placed him as one of the 
favorite- in the Came.-. Volmari Iso- 
Hollo of Finland was also picked by 
to win. The other American 
boys were Glenn Dawson, University 
of Oklahoma and Walter Pritehard, 
Hamilton College. 
Thir? event was unfortunately 
marred by one cf the blunders of the 
official-. Instead of running six laps 
they were made to run seven or one 
extra  lap.   At   the start  of the race 
-mi of Kngland Immediately 
took the lead with Iso Hollo well up 
in the front. McCluskey always will- 
ing to lrt someone else lead hung 
back. With the race half run Iso- 
Hollo I "k the lead and from then 
on v.. headed. The real battle 
being between Eveneon and McClus- 
key. When the race should have end- 
ed,  McCluskey was ahead but Even- 
on overhauled him on the extra laps 
was awarded second place. It 
was unfortunate for Iso-Hollo that 
the officials had erred for he was 
far ahead of the existing Olympic- 
record on passing the actual finish. 
Th re was talk of re-running the 
race but the competitors were satis- 
fied with the outeo   Whether Mc- 
Cluskey or Evenson would have won 
if they had run only the actual 3.000 
metres, will n< ■   r be settled. A wei k 
in the British Empire-United 
State- in'M I at San Francisco. Even- 
son v • poor third behind H - 
Clnskey  and   Dawson. 
During a steeplechase race every 
■ pi ta'.or gets as near the water 
jump as possible. They are very in- 
frequently disappointed. When the 
runners are tired, they lose their 
balance many time- on landing    in 
the pit. The slant of the footing 
causes them to fall backward, so 
many times they are completely im- 
mersed. Once in a while a runner 
attempts to hurdle the beam in 
front of the jump. This means that 
he lands in deeper water than if he 
leaps from the beam. The more ex- 
pert performers all use the take-off 
beam   in  front  of  the  pit.     If     you 
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have  never  seen   a  steeplechase,     I 
think you'll find such a race interest- 
When one thinks of practice, you 
usually associate a certain amount 
of drudgery with it. Such was not 
the case in practice prior to the 
Games. The training schuedule called 
for plenty of hard work but it waa 
more like running actual races than 
training. Our training track was the 
University   of   Southern    California's 
at Bovard Field. Some of you may 
niainted with it as it is used 
in some moving pictures the most 
notable being Joe Brown's, "Local 
Boy  Makes Good". 
Passes were issued to favored ones 
of which there were a large number. 
We were fortunate to have several 
screen stars visit us at the field. 
Dorothy Jordan attempted to teach 
George Simpson in running a 
straight line. Anita Page another day 
thought she might re.luce by throw- 
ing the hammer and javelin. The 
athletes, naturally, were disturbed 
by such detractions. The fellows 
wanted to hang around the field all 
afternoon hoping that some star 
would show u.p. 
Is it any wonder that the Atueri- 
<a:i athletes were In tip-top shape 
with hard work accomplished under 
conditions of pleasure rather than 
of toil? 
t'nder ordinary conditions we 
would all have been 6tale but with 
such conditions it was a great deal 
of fun. 
Alumni Gymnasium 
Scene Of "Y" Dance 
The first Y dance of the year drew 
a large crowd of Bates students to 
the Alumni Gymnasium last Satur- 
day night. The Bobcats, under the 
direction of Tom Gormley '33 suc- 
r to Gil Clapperton, who gradu- 
■■:■ id  last  June, furnished the music. 
Dean Clarke. Professor Robinson. 
Dr. and Mrs. Zorby. and Mr. and 
Mrs. Rowe were the chaperones. 
During the intermission ice cream 
was served. The score of the Yale 
game was announced, and yells were 
led by the < heerlaeders for the team, 
Coach Morey. and Captain Herb Ber- 
ry. 
The Saturday night dances are 
sponsored by the Y. M. C. A., and 
are under the management of Bob 
Swett '33 and Clive Knowles '33. 
Bulldog Steak 
Continued   from   Page  One- 
Haven  with  its  diversities  and  even 
;'•-   far  as to offer  these lucky 
few axes to cut down the goal posts. 
Tlien there was the back who 
demanded, "Lets make the.m put in 
their first team," at which the 
mighty Crowley waxed wroth but to 
no avail. 
Coach Cutts was very eloquent in 
his cheering and reached heights 
hitherto  unsurpassed. 
Coach Dave was buried beneath an 
avalanche     of   Scarlet      jersies.      too 
happy for words, at the end of the 
game. 
"Brute" Monyihan sitting before 
the juciest steak imaginable after 
the game and refusing to eat it. 
Two in a berth in a sleeper isn't 
so good. Ask one of the boys who 
tried it. The Bates special was 
shunted through every village ham- 
let and town in New England it 
seemed. 
Chick Toomey commanded tho 
Yale managers in stentorian tones 
that could be heard in the press box, 
to "Bring on  that Water!" 
The red Bates feathers, before the 
game patronized, afterwards were'an 
object of admiration and the desire 
of the  numerous small  paper boys. 
The way the scarlet football head- 
gear went into the air after the game 
would put hope into Coach Thomp- 
son's heart who always has bewailed 
a lack of discus and javelin throw- 
ers. 
When sophisticated Yale men, so- 
styled, go as far as to congratulate 
strange Bates men, something ex- 
traordinary has happened and that 
event was the Bates Battle. 
Recommended by the English De- 
partment of Bates  College 
Webster's 
Th* n««  Miri.lz.-.l  Dirllonary because  it is 
based   upon   WKIiSTKlfS   NXW   IN'TER- 
^AIIOXAL—'lbe  -Supreme  Authority." 
Here is a companion for your hour* of 
reading   and   study   (bat   will   prove   its 
real value every time you consult it for 
the wealth of ready information that 
la instantly yourj. 
10T..OOO w.ir.J. ami phi-a.r. witli (:efi- 
_- nitions. etymologies, pronuncia- 
tions, and use in its 1.260 pages. 1,700 
i!.-i.tra!i„n>. Includes dictionaries of Liorranhv 
and  ci-opraph. j   rules of  panelnalii.n!   use  Of  capitals,' 
b&SZ^ttSiS?**0*"of fo"is', ph",e,i and oU" 
S7;,« In V'J""'..C'M'T Boo^ore or Write for lnforma- 
Tail tUSSSSr"- FrCe "»"»'"«• W« " »»» 
G. & C. MERRIAM CO. 
Springfield, Mass. 
I 
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SPORTS COMMENTS 
By VINCENT BELLEAU 
"VICTORY" OVER YALK 
ROOSTS BOBCAT GRID HOPES 
And so the little Bobeat from the Maine woods went down into 
Connecticut and scratched the bulldog's nose. Sad from a Yale point of 
view, but a big occasion for joy in Bates territory. 
The press everywhere sat up and took notice of the fact that the 
powerful Eli* had been "licked" 0-0 for the first time in history in its 
Arm game of the season by a seemingly football-mad outfit which did 
plenty credit to Coach Morey's reputation. 
The New  Haven  "massacre"  in  which  "Puny  little  Bates"  would  be 
murdered in a "fifty-cent game of football not worth a nickel to see" stood   men  BirJf '° J*;  A-  A- a  Sportland j gymnasium sometime 'ate in Xovem- 
the Yale stands on end when a "woefully weak" scarlet-clad eleven bv alTo"rA
wlli       ,,,'d .°ct-  6  from  2:45   ber.  Bruce     Patt^on      well     known 
narrow margin missed coming home with a chunk of bulldog steak     The   t0 o^0-.1' *'"' be ln the form of an, past-master of the mat game, will be 
ocean trip   The journey will take the   in fun charge of the affair, and will: 
girls  to   those  places   where   "every   ,-eferee the matches as well. 
w @CT>         S 
•     / 1=8    * m    k K          9 
*      V \V          ft M,    _\ \        T 
S ^ i 
By  DOROTHY  E.  O'HARA 
Spot-Hand   Tour 
In  order  to  introduce  the  Fresh- 
Student Plans 
I Tournament For 
i    Bates Wrestlers 
Bruce Pattison In Charge 
Of Entrv List 
Berniie Loomer 
Johnny Stevens 
Howard Norman 
Ken Bates 
Fred Donald 
Paul Carpenter 
150 
150 
145 
140 
130 
130 
ll t .  
quotations are from the Yale Daily News and the New Haven Register, 
thank you. . . . before the game. Now its Morey here, there, and every- 
where. Bill Cunningham in the Post is eloquent in his praise; Arthur 
Siegel in the Herald is likewise Morey-minded. They all are! The Yale 
Daily News in our c-stilmation joins the ranks of the Maine Republican 
newspapers. 
HOI'E BATES REALIZES 
WHAT SALE UPSET MEANS 
All this publicity is doing the college a lot of good. No longer will 
you go home for the Christmas vacation and have to explain that its not 
a Maine prep school in which you're matriculating. We hope the student 
body and the faculty as well will follow the Boston Post's advice and 
"take off its hats to one Dave Morey". 
The coach, however, refuses to admit he's to blame. He points out 
how wonderfully the line played defensively and offensively, to open up 
the holes for Pricher, Knowles. and others. He says nice things about 
every one of his backfield  men.  Moynahan.  Pricher. etc. 
The team is as quick in shifting the responsibility to the coach. The 
playrs agree that Morey's psychology lessons on Yale, his technical 
instruction in playcs they would be likely to meet, his general leadership 
all made for better football and Yale's downfall. 
These men are nearly all equal 
in ability, and although there are 
probablv no really experienced wrest- 
lers on campus, the bouts should be 
fast and decidedly close. There 
seems to be a lack of materials in the 
two lower weight classes, and the 
heavyweight division. There are 
plenty of mats and anyone interested 
The Student  wishes  to    announce   in the sport should get some practice 
that  its sports department is to runi in  the gym. 
a wrestling tournament  in the Bates1      The boute will be shorter than tne 
usual amateur bouts in order that 
inexperienced and untrained men 
will be able to compete. 
Stanton Bird Club 
Meets At Thorncrag 
The annual fireside meeting of the 
Stanton Bird Club was he d at 
Thorncrag cabin  on  the     evening of 
Oct. 3. 
The members of the club, which 
was organizer! in 1919 and has an 
enrollment of about 400. brought, 
their own suppers with the exception 
of "weenies" which were .provided, 
bv the club and were roasted in the; 
fireplace.  Coffee was also provided. 
After    the    supper    all     present 
assembled   around   the fireplace 
renew  old  acquaintances  and to   '° 
count, for    the enjoyment of   th
rp- 
friends, their vacation experiences 
"Life was better in the simple d, 
of the '80s.    Science and    induit 
have gone forward, but our method 
of conducting our daily affairs ha. 
not."—Dr. John Grier Hibben, Pr^'
e 
dent of Princeton University. '        '" 
Former  President  Coolidge 
•R in 
an favor of a sales tax and fears "excessive taxation of the r|ci, 
grave threat." but, like glory, th»rl! 
seems to be excessive taxation 
enough to go around. a 
country is a sportland". At various 
stops, the game will be played in 
accordance with the name of the 
port. Freshmen will see Hockey, 
Soccer, Archery, Tennis, Basketball, 
Volleyball and Baseball. 
At  the  last  stop  there  will  be  a 
brief   humorous   skit  which  will  in- 
B.v   BRrt'K   PATTISON 
Wrestling Tournament  Editor 
The prospects for a wrestling 
tournament to liven up the long 
winter months are bright. The wrest-; 
Pattison rooms in 10 West Parker 
and is ready to sign up anyone 
interested. 
:o: 
People   dicuss   undergraduates   as; 
they do guinea pigs.—>M. Fred Loew- 
.........   «..,.,...<, n?  uniui.   »"<=   "'""•! Anofoin 
Iers  among the  Freshman  class  are' cualc'"'  
as yet  an   unknown  quantity but  as! 
they  become   better     known  several 
AND NOW THE TIFTS 
GAME AM) THE SEKIES 
If we were making predictions, we'd say off-hand now that Bates will 
cop the series, also that the rest of the season will see the Bobcats un- 
defeated. However, we have to realize that the Tufts game is going to be 
another story. Tufts is not entering this game with the over-confidence 
of Yale. The Medford lads will be struggling all their might to beat the 
boys who nearly beat Yale. Plus the fact that Yale game took a lot of 
necessary strength from the Garnet. Every man on the squad, whether or 
not he played in actual competition, was up on his toes every second of 
play. Morey says that those on the bench were constantly 'begging for a 
chance to take part in that great contest. The nervous strain must have 
been terrific. It would be nothing but a natural reaction if the showing 
against Tufts should turn out to be a bit disappointing. But the rest of 
the reason ought to see Bates living up ot the new-born expectations. 
will be served. Grace Gearing '35 Is 
in charge. 
Captains of the three different 
ships are Toby Zahn '34. Fran Brac- 
kett '33 and Ruth Benham '33, Ron- 
ny Melcher '33 is in general charge. 
W. A. A. 
W. A. A. season starts Monday, 
Oct. 10, in all sports. The schedule 
is: 
Monday 4:30—Juniors 
Tuesday 4:30—Sophomores 
Thursday 4:30—Freshmen 
Senior    classes  in    Physical     Ed. 
come  Monday, Wednesday,  and  Fri- 
day at 4:30. Prof. Walmesley has the 
Wednesday and Friday classes. 
to enter the tournament and are 
looking forward to the day whenj 
they pound the mats in the gymnasi- 
um for a champ crown. 
The following men  have     already 
been signed up: 
Gus Merrill 
Julius Lombardi 
Bob Anicetti 
George Plotica 
Weight 
180 
160 
160 
155 
OTHER MAINE TEAMS 
LOOK  BETTKR THAN  EVEK 
Bowdoin looked to us the best of the other Maine collegian outfits 
as it took Mass. State over 20-6. True. Maine out-pointed Bowdoin with 
a 33-0 victory over Connecticut Aggies, but we rather expected a Maine 
steam-roller score. With Richardson and Huhbard leading the Polar 
Bear*, and the Bowdoin college spirit somewhat revived, it seems to be 
publicly realized that Bowdoin is not as bad as had been maintained prior 
to this ciim.e    We said something to this effect in last week's column. 
With Colby taking Trinity 19-7. it appears that state series competi- 
tion is going to see four teams in action which aren't quite "dubs" as 
far as grid ability goes. We're looking forward to those games from the 
15th of October onwards. 
CROSS-COUNTRY PROSPECTS 
A_Ql KSTION OK Gl'KSS WORK 
With Russ Jellteon the one and only letter-man, it's a question 
whether this year's cross country outfit will be any good or not. Coach 
Thompson said to the Student the other night that he would concentrate 
on   building  for  another  year.     Malloy.  the   best  prospect,  will  probablv 
be  ineligible.     Carpenter.  Raymond,  Butler,     Smith and  Amrein     are all! and solf. fourth with 33. 
more or less experienced, and then  there are  Winston and Olds from the 
Sophomore class. 
Training starts Monday. October 
10. at 7:40. Rules have been posted 
in all the dormitories. 
Hare and Hound ITiasp 
The Hare and Hound Chase for all: 
classes     will  take     place Thursday,! 
Oct. 13, from 4:30 to 7:00. The place 
is to be kept secret, but is within a 
15  minute  walk of the campus. 
There will be refreshments, and 
entertainment. Grace Gearing is 
general  chairman. 
— :o:  
From the News 
Continued  from   Page  One 
295 6aid they smoke;  there are  193 
who do not smoke, while ISO neither! 
drink  nor smoke. 
On  the  question  of  a  career  253 
have  not decided, hut  194  have de-1 
cided what they will do after gradua- 
tion. 
Football is the favorite sport to 
watch according to 302. Hockey 
comes second with 105 student*;, and 
tennis  third  with  only  26. 
Tennis, however, took first place 
as the favorite sport to play with 
106 students. Football was second 
with   73:   basketball,  third  with  4 7, 
tt 
MARTINEAU'S 
We  Specialize  In  SODA FOUNTAIN 
LUNCHEONS 
IT'S   ••THE"   PLACE 
R.  E. MARTINEAU  CO. 
DRUGGISTS 
235 Main St. 
Prescriptions   Have   Eight   Of   Way 
We  can   show  you  a   varied   selection   of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of all  st&ndard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNST0NE-0SG00D 
COMPANY 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters 
FLANDERS 
G2 COfRT  STRKKT. AUBUR.V, MAINE 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUE      SEEVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP" 
3 Minutes from the Campus Tel. 1817 W 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lewiston, Maine 
-8 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC  MEMORIALS 
James  P. Murphy   Co. 
6  to  10  Bates  St.,  LEWISTON 
RW    PT   A"RTC        Roistered  Druggist 
♦      T V   •    ^SM-/\L X A V1V pnre   Drugs   and   Mrdichvw 
PEESCEIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON, MAINE 
"A  Complete Banking- Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the business of Bates Students 
Telephone   4A.H4-K 
("RftK  I KOS1I TO 
TURN TO THE WEIGHTS 
„.„,-„.A,S "S"'l!' <?;"'11 7h()""lso» '* <>okiiiK around for candidates for the 
*oiKlit events Already a youngster from the northern part of the State 
where a lot of our athletes come from, is looked upon ae a javelin throw- 
er worthy of developing we refer to Clark of Preaqne Isle. Out of the 
husky bunch making up the class of '36, there ought to be others who ean 
do something with the hammer, the discus, or the shot. We want to add 
our exhortations to tho*e of Coach Thompson and urge them to show 
when the call comes.  Bates surely needs them. 
up 
failed  to  get     their  bonus. 
WRESTLING WAVE 
HITS BATES CAMPUS 
Due to considerable demand on the part of the young men who hang 
around tha gym afternoons, the Student has enlisted the services of Bruce 
Fattisoii and will endeavor to run a wrestling tournament in November. 
When the idea first dawned upon us last spring, we interviewed Mr. 
rutts. and secured his permission and were assured of cooperation. The 
regular gym mats will be used with home-made renovations under Pat- 
tison s expert supervision. An arena will be improvised in the gvm to 
accomodate everybody who wishes to attend. There will be no admission 
Tee due to the fact that the fund for disabled sports writers has reached 
its limit. 
Pattison claims there are plenty of wrestlers in the college who 
could put up a good exhibition, even if verv few Bates men have had 
experience on the mat. The experiment will be well worth watching how- 
ever, with future tournaments in view if this .proves a success. 
PORTLAND WIXKS AT 
BATES BASKKT TOURNAMENT 
The  American  Legionaires  of  Portland 
now they want our basketball tournament. 
True it is that the college is making money with the tournament and 
true also u is that it is about time the schools who pari "pate hre given 
a share  of  the  income  derived  from  the  games.   But    is  it  necessary  to 
Bund „;V„eoa;rr,,1o
fror ":e ^:is,rArmory to the portia»" MSD7«£ m lcting in order t  adjust matters? 
mentBaH,k(.
etM ll!" %* St!'te ha6 foi" SOme time included the Bates Tourna- 
h.g hetwo i,"e '"",f"
a
1
m<'»'- f"l the state championship game follow- 
■2LXLJ "le fashlon a" °ver the country to have colleges sponsor 
scholastic amateur tourneys just as    the college campus    is the proper 
away from ,'he ^ in'erscholastic debates.    Why take the tournament 
,\   from the college for mere commercial whims?  Maybe the D    A.   R 
bating leajfue. *'°ald ** interested in takinS °ver B">ok* Qutmb'y's'de: 
v,„i,tW? afvee ,noro"Shly w'th the schools who feel that they have some 
£££.& ?" TOaiter- As ,ong as the tournament has become so Z- 
or ,hriiZed a" ??*** 3S lt seem6 t0 1,ave developed into these past two 
or three years, the profits could  be somewhat,  divided.  That  is a  matter 
.nitV.
r<i,v.'l ?&&&. *C"0Ols inV0lvei and Bat« CoIleSe. and NOT THE 
£2SV«?t«*MKSM;KX ''HXilOX' We strong,y 8"K«t before it is too 
1 mil   i T   '   «** the pnnciPal* of the four Portland schols. of Edward 
I.ittle. Lewiston, Morse, and other high schools represented in recent 
tournaments and then discuss a solution which will keep the friendly 
relations between  the college and the secondary schools unimpaired. 
SPEAKING OF THE 
BASKET SPOUT FURTHER: 
of financial gai„ (i„ lne tournament instance?" cfach SpTks tea BDl^d 
^S£as.aA,aE tss s&sB JEr a intercollegiate basis.    We suggest the sfihw? hi ??     } Rame  °n  an 
dent body be informed of the^cia^tanq^n the mfter ^ 
SV-wsa of xrai^^3 ? Pr 
flashed against Buffalo as a Harvard halfback w"; " - ,J°hn, GraJ
dy' who 
behind him. His freshman year, he went out fol VM^U"1 T" Caree' 
the first  week.    His sophomore v'ear ient ol?    ""<"     WM  C.Ut 
and was cut the first day. His junior year L L° *he j"ni?r 7,ar8,t? 
now. his senior year, he's a star. In hlgffioo?, he plavedTo EoS&T* 
Two women  have applied  for a job as writers o'men's so 1   TL  „™ 
^s^:1"'them to the practice —»•■ "££&S* £ 
"There are compensations for 
political service, but they aren't 
financial." says John Quillin Tilson. 
for 22 years a Representative at 
Washington from Connecticut. Mr. 
Tilson was evidently in the wrong 
branch of the service. 
The Finance Minister of France 
warns his country that drastic meas- 
ures will have to be taken to balance 
the French budget for 1933. By some 
odd overnight he failed to suggest 
cutting down on the annual bill of 
$600,000,000 for military expenses. 
REPRESENTATIVE 
for wholesale jewelrv and cift house, to 
present to fellow students the opportuni- 
ty of purchasing their Christmas and 
year-round gifts at 40'; discount from 
standard list prices. No investment 
required. Write Room 301. 12 West St., 
Boston,   Mass. 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
44 Bates St. Goo  E. Sohmi.lt 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmlngton 
t.v   Lewiston— 
7 45   AM ,   12.35   P.M.,   4.25   P.M. 
I,v   Rumford— 
7.U5   A.M.,  12.25  P.M.,  4.IS  P.M. 
l.v   Karrniiicton— 
1.S0   A.M.,   12.2(1   P.M.,   4.10   P.M. 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred C, McKenney 
0'4   Sabattus   Street 
CITIES   oERVICE   GASOLINE 
and    LUBRICATING   OILS 
WASHING   and   GREASING 
Nearest     Gaeoline     Station     to     College 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
THE FALL OF 
CONSTANTINOPLE 
"Nature in the Raw"—as por- 
trayed by Thomas Webb... in- 
spired by the savage slaughter 
of 5000 Christian defenders— 
at the hands of the vengeful, 
barbaric horde of 250,000 
men under the ruthless 
Mohammed 11—14531 
itf 
—and raw tobaccos 
have no place in cigarettes 
They are not present in Luckies 
. . . the mildest cigarette 
you ever smoked 
WE buy the finest, the very 
finest tobaccos in all the 
world—but that does not 
explain why folks every- 
where regard Lucky Strike as 
the mildest cigarette. The fact 
is, we never overlook the 
truth that "Nature in the 
Raw is Seldom Mild" so 
these fine tobaccos, after 
proper aging and mellowing 
are then given the benefit of 
that Lucky Strike purifying 
process, described by the 
words-'«It's toasted". That's 
why folks in every city, town 
and hamlet say that Luckies 
are such mild cigarettes. 
"Its toasted" 
Ihatpacka^pfmndLjjcJ^ 
"If a man write a belter book, preach a better 
hmildku boutein the uoo*. the world will mahTLZT^L ", ^"Z T"'"' """' ** ■*** '*» * 
Does no, this explain the wotld-wide aC ' nfa A *f*
H WALDO EMERSON. 
_ ,de ac«Ptan« and approval of Lucky Strike? 
| 
i 
